
Cosmic Jerk plays a fusion of pop, soul, funk, gogo, surf and other styles. The fusion of music styles colors the sound and 

groove, making the audience want to party and dance the night away. Most of the songs are born in the creative mind of 

their front man Aydin Bilis with the rest of the band adding their groovy touch.

The band was formed in 2005 by 4 musicians of differing nationality, under the name of Permanent Smile. It went through 

the usual permutations, and ups and downs to finally crash and burn in 2008.

Three of the original members kept in touch occasionally jamming, and realized that it would be too sad to let the project 

die, they decided to reform under a new name and make a fresh start. The trio was composed of Aydin Bilis on guitars & 

vocals, Cosi Longo on drums, and Jack Winter on bass.

In 2011 the band was joined by Leo Castellano, a master of piano, keys, and the art of playing Hammond / Leslie, adding an 

entirely new and exciting dimension to the sound.

To round out the band Jerry Schlentz is the live sound engineer and provides a rich and lush live sound.

With a mix of old and new material the band has started reestablishing itself on the local music scene.

Contact Cosimo Longo:  tel.: +3352 621618702  mail: loco@pt.lu



Aydin Bilis: Guitar & Lead Vocal

Leonardo Castellano: Piano & Hammond

Cosi Longo:  Drums

Jack Winter: Bass & Backing Vocals

Maria Castellano:  Backing Vocal

Jerry Schlentz:  Live Sound Engineer
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CH INSTR MICR INS COMM.

1 BD beta91 or equiv. Gate (no trigger!!)

2 BD beta52 or equiv. (if enough spare channels)

3 SN t beta57

4 SN b e604 or equiv. (if enough spare channels)

5 HIHA condenser

6 TOM e604 or equiv. Gate

7 F-TOM e604 or equiv. Gate

8 F-TOM e604 or equiv. Gate

9 RIDE condenser (if enough spare channels)

10 OH L condenser

11 OH R condenser

12 BASS d.i. Comp

13 BASS md421, e609 or equiv. (if enough spare channels) 

14 GUITAR md421, e609 or equiv. Comp

15 GUITAR sm57 (if enough spare channels) 

16 KEYB L d.i.

17 KEYB R d.i.

18 LESLIE TOP L sm 57 or equiv.

19 LESLIE TOP R sm 57 or equiv.

20 LESLIE BOT. akg d112 or equiv. .

21 VOCAL LEAD own mic Comp.

22 BACK VOC SR own mic Comp.

23 BACK VOC SL own mic Comp.

Subgroup Inserts:

1&2: Drums Compr.

3&4: Keyb. Compr.
(if no channel inserts)

Channels:

min.: 18

max.:  23

Aux Sends:

min: 6

max: 8

Efx Returns:

on faders



Technical Requirements

Amps and speakers in the dimension to meet the location’s requirements

32 channel mixing console with phantom power and all necessary AUX Sends.

2x31 band eq for main pa

If monitoring provided from Foh please y-splitt channels 21,22 & 23

inserts: bss, dbx, drawmer, spl transient designer !

efx: tc M-One or equiv. (reverb for vocal)

tc D-Two or equiv. (delay for vocal)

tc M2000 or equiv. (vocal distortion)

Yamaha SPX990 or equiv. (sn, toms,..)

pa: d&b, L-accoustics, Meyer, or equiv.

Please only State of the Art Equipment like Drawner, BSS,  DBX, Klark, …

Cosmic Jerks can provide PA, monitoring and lights from a local company at additional cost.

For further information contact: Jerry Schlentz (+352) 26 66 44 77 or email: jerry@studio7.lu



Other Information

Please provide water bottles on stage and 

catering for 6 people at the backstage

Allergical Info for Catering: no mushrooms please!

Cosmic Jerks comes with 1 minibus for the band 

and 1 van with the backline, please provide

enough and secured parking space for those

Please provide 2 hands for load in and load back to the minibus !!

Thank you for reading this….


